
THE ABC’S OF SLOW FEEDING 

Please Read Before Using Your New Net 

 

The Initial “Learning” phase is often the hardest.  To ensure the easiest transition and least amount of stress on 

the animal it is important to introduce your new hay net, while still providing about ¾ of the horses usual amount 

of feed.  This will allow the horse time to adjust to the netting and the rate of hay delivered, but not create stress 

from a hungry horse.  Try not to pack the nets too tightly or even pull a little hay through the holes at first to help 

your horse get the right idea.  Every horse is a little different and this learning phase can be different for each 

animal.  It can take anywhere from a week to a month, for an animal to get used to eating this way.  When you 

have noticed that the horse is happily eating from their new net, you can start to reduce the amount of loose hay 

and provide more in the net.  It is interesting to see that quite often, once the horse is used to slow feeding, they 

will choose the hay in the nets instead of what is loose on the ground!  

 

Determine how many hay nets are needed for your situation.  It is always best to have at least one net per 

horse.  Often horses will share from the same net, but this ensures that no one will be missing out.  If you have 

the ability, hanging nets around the pen in different areas, encourages more movement.  Hang from trees, hook 

into feeders, hang from fence lines, or leave unattached on the ground and watch your horse use it like a toy!  

Once “experienced” with using the nets, horses get very good at using their teeth and lips to pull the hay 

through the holes.   

 

Remember that, just like normal, cold winter weather and times of illness may require extra food.  Putting out an 

extra net, or hanging a few more around the pen will encourage movement and help the animal stay a little 

warmer.  Another option might be to increase the mesh size of your nets and allow the horse an extra net or two 

to handle the increased consumption needs!  Providing your horse with a few nets, can help keep them stimu-

lated, less bored and reduce a lot of common stable vices. 

 

It is best to ensure that your horse always has access to hay in their net.  Most horses will learn that there is 

hay available and they will adjust their eating and start to self-regulate as they would in nature.  However, hav-

ing been the owner of Shetlands, and Haflingers I can tell you, that is not ALWAYS the case.  Some very 

“Greedy” eaters have a hard time self-regulating!  Slow feeding is still an amazing option for these type of po-

nies.  Putting a single feed in a mini net, can take your pony up to 5 times as long to finish their hay.  This 

means less standing around and reduces the chance of feeding them “just a little more” which usually results in 

obese little ponies.  Slow feed hay nets are the only answer! 

 

Please ensure that when using hay nets, they are placed out of reach of the hooves, or clipped into an exist-

ing feeder if your horse is shod.  Another caution, as with all hay nets KNOTTED AND KNOTLESS, young 

horses may have more troubles using the nets.  Their teeth in the first couple of years are wider spaced and 

much like a toddler they like to chew on pretty much everything!  ALL slow feed nets, no matter the type of 

netting used have the same risk.  I prefer to not use slow feed nets with horses under the age of 2 or 3.  If 

needed, nets can be washed in warm water using a mild dish soap.  Hand wash and hang to dry. 

Visit our website www.purelyponies.com to read more about the benefits of slow feeding!  

Also watch our videos for quick and easy ideas for loading and hanging your new net. 

http://www.purelyponies.com/

